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Outline

• Immigrant segregation in the United States

• Immigrant segregation in Europe

• Would better descriptive information be valuable?



The United States

• Periodic waves of  immigration since the 17th

century.

• 17th century: colonies formed on basis of  religious 

affiliation, national origin:

• Massachusetts: Pilgrims in Plymouth, Puritans in Boston...

• Rhode Island: Baptists

• New York: Dutch colony

• Pennsylvania: Quakers

• Maryland: Catholics

• 18th century: German immigrants settle in enclaves.  

Continued German migration in 19th century.



The United States

• 19th century: significant migration in the latter half.

• Irish populate immigrant enclaves in many cities.

• More Germans.

• Chinese immigrants on the West coast.

• Scandinavians migrate in large number, but more likely to take 
up rural residence.

• Early 20th century: migrants from Southern/Eastern Europe.

• Italian enclaves in many industrializing cities.

• Smaller groups (Czechs, Serbians, etc.) congregate in some 
cities.

• Significant restrictions on immigration placed in 1920s.



The United States

• Neighborhood-level data on birthplace begins 1910.

• Ward data 1910-1920

• Census tract level data 1940-1950, 1970-2000.

• No more data after 2000 

• Cities transform into Metropolitan Areas beginning 

1960.

• No data for 1930, 1960.















Explaining the time trend

• Hypothesis 1: recent immigrants have highest 

demand for enclave residence; time trend is 

explained by that alone.  The “cultural distance” 

hypothesis

• Hypothesis 2: discrimination.  Would introduce a 

puzzle: could attitudes towards immigrants have 

worsened even as racial attitudes moderate?

• Hypothesis 3: urban form: rise of  personal autos has 

left immigrants behind.



Empirical strategy

• Regress segregation (for group i in city j in year t) on 

year dummies to replicate the time trend.

• Add variables and see what happens to the time 

trend.

• Check relationship between segregation and housing 

prices.  Who pays a premium in cities with marked 

segregation?













The Transit hypothesis

• In cities with reliable transit networks, movement of  

population to private autos leaves immigrants behind 

in transit-dense neighborhoods (LA).

• In cities without reliable transit networks (Houston), 

immigrants have always clustered – rise of  

carpooling as a commuting mode.







European evidence

• Cross-country comparisons are difficult.

• Size of  neighborhoods differ; measured segregation 

tends to increase as neighborhood size decreases.

• Not all nations collect uniform data on country of  

origin.

• Data sources often taken from differing points in time, 

and segregation can change dramatically in short 

periods – particularly for fast-growing groups.









The value of  description

• Europe has relatively little information on 

immigrant segregation, and international 

comparisons are quite difficult.

• Potential for improvement with 2011 Census?

• Is it worth the investment to produce descriptive 

information?



Arguments against describing

• Empirical economics increasingly values sound 

causal identification of  parameters relevant to theory 

and practice.

• As a junior scholar, write papers that the profession 

values!  Save the risky stuff  for later in your career.

• To motivate pure measurement, you must make 

reference to hypothesized relationships (causes, 

effects) that are difficult to identify quasi-

experimentally.



Arguments FOR describing

• Papers that introduce useful descriptive data are 

highly cited, and citations matter (to journal editors 

and promotion committees).

• There are policy interventions in Europe (e.g., 

settlement policies in Sweden and Denmark) that 

potentially introduce some idiosyncratic variation in 

segregation levels.


